Engine 99

The Saab 99 is a car which was produced by Saab from to ; their first foray into a larger class
than the It was manufactured both in Sweden and Finland and was succeeded by the Saab ,
although the 99 continued to be produced alongside its successor. The Saab 90 , an updated,
less complex version using many parts took over from the 99 in late This was a project to
develop a new and larger car to take the manufacturer beyond the market for the smaller Saab
The first prototypes of the 99 were built by cutting a Saab 96 lengthwise and widening it by 20
centimetres 7. After that phase, also as a disguise, the first 99 body shell was badged "
Daihatsu " as that name could be made up out of the badging available for the Saab Sport.
Although Saab engineers liked the company's existing two-stroke engine , it was decided that a
four-stroke engine was necessary, and the choice was a 1. A number of Saab 99s were
equipped with a Triumph Stag V8 , but the V8 was later dropped in favour of a turbocharged unit
which later powered the 99 Turbo. A three-door estate version was planned from the start, but
never made it into production. The first engine used in the original 99 was a four-cylinder in-line
engine which was tilted at 45 degrees. Triumph soon upgraded the engine to 1. During the
lifetime of the 99 model, several subsequent engine developments took place, including the
incorporation of fuel injection for some versions. Drive to the under-mounted gearbox was by
triplex chain. Front-wheel-drive was still a relatively uncommon configuration at the time of the
99's introduction, although traditional in Saabs. The bonnet hood was front-hinged and the
panel extended over the front wheel-arches. The windscreen windshield was 'wrap-around' and
very deep for the era. The A-pillar had a steep angle, providing excellent driver visibility. In , the
English test-driver Archie Vicar wrote in Mass Motorist magazine: "The little 99 has been given a
striking and wholly rational appearance. It gives the flavour of an aeroplane on four wheels. The
chassis was also designed for passive safety, with deformation zones front and rear. Due to the
American sealed beam headlamp requirement in place at the time, the USA models had a
special front fascia with four round headlights instead of the two rectangular units it had in
other markets. The "US front" then became an item for car customisers in Europe, and vice
versa. Early 99s carried over the freewheel transmission from the Saab 96, but the freewheel
was removed with the introduction of the 1. The 99 was Saab's last factory rally car, [ citation
needed ] first in EMS guise and later as the Turbo version. The Saab 99 Turbo was one of the
first 'family cars' to be fitted with a turbo after the Oldsmobile Turbo Jetfire; other contemporary
turbocharged automobiles were 'specialised' vehicles and were difficult to drive. Popular
Mechanics lists the Saab 99 Turbo as number two on its Top Ten list of turbocharged cars of all
time. The UK's " Mass Motorist " magazine summarised their view of the 99 as follows: "That the
99 is comfortable, well-made, satisfying to drive and well-equipped ought to mean that other
makers should take heed. I would contend here that SAAB has the advantage of them, and
should SAAB choose to fit an even more powerful motor, the 99 could be a class leader in a
short space of time. Modern Motor of August wrote; "It is necessary to drive the car to believe
that such a seemingly endless surge of strong acceleration is possible from a 2. A police
version of the 99 was also built. Since it wraps around, covering the wheel arches, the paint had
to be extended up onto the hood panel and not restricted to just the fenders as on other cars.
The Saab 99 saloon model featured a heating duct leading to the rear window - a lever between
the front seats controlled the de-fogging airflow. The 99 featured a floor-located ignition switch
which also locked the gear stick rather than the steering wheel. This arrangement required
drivers to select reverse gear before the ignition key could be removed. The 99 was first shown
on November 22, In the interior was also given a facelift and became more luxurious, with a new
steering wheel. The exhaust system was now made of aluminum, engine mounts and drive
joints were changed. In March, the 99E also available with a three-speed automatic transmission
was introduced. It had a 1. In the 99 was given a larger and stronger engine, a 1. The 1. Saab
also introduced headlight wipers, as well as larger rear-view mirrors and an additional air inlet
beneath the existing grille. The dashboard was given a redesign along with new instruments. In
the 1. The 2. The suspension was stiffened and received stronger dampers. An electrically
heated driver's seat was also introduced. It was a sportier model that was originally only
available in a two-door version; but became available in the wagonback body beginning in
Europe. It had stiffer suspension and also silver or copper 'bronze' -colored metallic paint as
option. It also had the 1. In a low-cost model called the 99L was introduced. It was a two-door
with a 1. All other models had the Swedish-built 2. The LE model was mainly made for export.
The inner ceiling was changed, as were protective bars in the doors, and a new black grille. In
Northern Europe, a de-contented model called the 99 X7 was also marketed. Front seats and
steering wheel were new for , while the EMS received an all-new, model-specific interior. Inertial
reel belts were also fitted. In the brakes were improved and the hand brake now worked directly
on the primary brake pads instead of on separate pads acting as drum brakes inside the brake
rotor. In nothing major was changed, but a self-adjusting clutch was introduced. The engines

were adapted for tougher emissions requirements and several models with an electrically
heated rear window were introduced. A luxurious 4-door sedan model was available, the 99
GLE. In , the front light clusters and the sedan's tail lights were enlarged. The rubber strips on
the bumpers were changed. The "One Hundred series" of test-fleet Turbo cars were distributed
around the world. The cars were mainly made from three- and two-door EMS models, but a few
four-door and even five-door cars were also made. The four- and five-door models were tested
by mostly police in Sweden, Finland and Switzerland. In a turbocharged version of the car, the
99 Turbo, was introduced. The turbochargers were designed and built by Garrett AiResearch. In
terms of appearance, it received distinctive alloy wheels and front and rear spoilers. By early ,
over 10, turbo-engined Saabs had already been built, as Saab successfully entered a new
market segment. The 99 Turbo changed over to the two-door saloon bodywork although only a
small number were built. The rear axle was altered, the fuel tank changed to a plastic one, new
wheels were fitted, and four-door models received new bumpers similar to those of the These
bumpers were also installed on two-doors beginning with the model year. The carpeting, which
had been changed to rubber a few years earlier, went back to textile. In the Swedish market the
twin-carb version made a return for a single year, sold as the 99 Super and only available with
four doors and an automatic transmission. The GLi was a bit more luxurious and had power
side mirrors. It was only sold in Northern Europe and only around were built. All 99s received a
new rear seat, velour upholstery, new rear mirrors, a new steering wheel, and the 's front axle.
The window surround trim was blacked out and the wheels were new. In a number of smaller
technical and cosmetic changes were made, including a new grille similar to that of the and
blacked out B-pillars on two-door models. Five-speed cars also received interval wipers. This
was to be the final year for the It was replaced by the Saab 90 and the Saab A total of , were
made; this total rises to , if Saab 90 production is included. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Archived from the original on Retrieved Griffin Models. Hagstrom
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PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact executive car D. Longitudinal
front-engine, front-wheel drive. Saab 90 Saab Stig Blomqvist. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Saab Compact car. Entry-level luxury car. Grand tourer. Small family car. Compact
executive car. Executive car. Out of production. The first large, man-rated, throttleable,
restartable liquid propellant rocket engine, boosted the XA. First flight AKA : LR Status : Out of
production. Number : Thrust : Specific impulse : s. Specific impulse sea level : s. Burn time : 90
s. Diameter : 1. The XLR was the first large, man-rated, throttleable, restartable liquid propellant
rocket engine. The throttle setting could be varied from 50 percent to percent of thrust, and the
restart capability allowed it to be shut down in flight with the assurance that power would be
available later if needed. The propellants were liquid oxygen LOX and anhydrous ammonia, fed
into the engine by turbine pumps at a flow rate of more than 4, kg per minute. The XLR engine
had a rated operating life of one hour, after which it could be overhauled and used again.
Operating times twice that long were demonstrated in tests. Each XLR was capable of between
20 and 40 flights before overhaul The XA carried fuel for 83 seconds of full-power flight; the
XA-2 carried fuel for more than seconds of full-power flight. In common with other large scale
liquid fueled rocket engines, the walls of the XLR's thrust chamber were constructed of hollow
tubing through which fuel was routed to cool the chamber walls before being burned in the
engine. As a result of this study, three engines were selected which were best suited as a
starting point for meeting the X engine performance requirements and the X airplane schedule.
Final selection of the X power plant was made by the airframe manufacturer. The development
of the X engine on an associated contractor basis and supply of necessary engines as GFE was
the procurement policy established for this program. The development program began February
Early component tests proved the XLR30 rocket engine to be inadequate as a starting point;
therefore, a completely new design was initiated and designated the XLRRM-1 rocket engine.
Thrust sl : Thrust sl : 23, kgf. Engine: kg lb. Chamber Pressure: Area Ratio: 9. Thrust to Weight
Ratio: Coefficient of Thrust vacuum: 1. Coefficient of Thrust sea level: 1. Country : USA. Stages
: XA stage , XA-2 stage. Agency : Thiokol. This Predator 79cc gas engine is the ideal all-purpose
replacement for 3 HP engines. The construction and engineering on this unit have been
upgraded for improved durability and service life so your equipment runs longer. This tough
gas engine features a durable cast iron cylinder that withstands wear and abuse, fuel shut off

for safe transport and gas saving overhead valves for a cooler, cleaner performance. The
horizontal shaft design makes this an ideal all-purpose replacement gas engine. View Available
Parts. This Predator cc gasoline engine has gas-saving overhead. This Predator cc V-twin
4-stroke gasoline engine delivers. Compare to. Product Overview This Predator 79cc gas engine
is the ideal all-purpose replacement for 3 HP engines. Upgraded engineering and construction
for improved lifespan Durable cast iron cylinder withstands wear and abuse User-friendly
controls for easy starting and operation Fuel shut off for safe transport Ball bearing support
shaft for long life For use on: tillers, blowers, vacuums, water pumps, generators Recoil start
EPA. Item Important Information Item for sale outside California only. This item can only be
shipped within the 48 contiguous states via Standard Ground Shipping. In order to return this
item for a refund or replacement, all fuel must first be drained. Product Weight Shaft length in.
Warranty Warranty We guarantee the emissions control system on your engine will be free from
defects in material and workmanship for two 2 years, provided there has been no improper
maintenance, misuse, or abuse of your engine. We guarantee this product to be free from
defects in materials and workmanship for 90 days from the date of purchase. Limitations apply.
Related Products. The ignition version is equipped with rear mounted, aluminum tank. Plugs are
not included. Features includes forged alloy connecting rod, investment cast iron piston hand
lapped to a hardened steel liner and a hardened alloy steel crankshaft running in phosphorous
bronze bearing. If you're into vintage flying or just enjoy owning a part of modeling history,
these Forster's are perfect for you. Click for Ignition Price. Truly one of the most popular engine
brands of the 40's and 50's is available once again. MECOA RJL Industries has brought back
this famous brand using the
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original casting dies and the latest computer controlled machining to produce by far the best
vintage engines available. Forster 99 with 2 speed ignition timer. Contact Us. All castings are
made from original molds and all machined parts are held to exacting standards so you won't
be able to tell ours from one produced 50 years ago. Click for price. No other current production
vintage engine offers the unique design and quality construction of the Forster RJL used the
original casting dies and the latest computer controlled machinery to bring you this piece of
modeling history. The Forster 99 ignition engine first appeared on the market in and was sold
thru the 's. This well known favorite of many modelers produces. Please be sure you know
these are antique type engines and are not suitable for modern modeling. These engines have
very specialized applications. If you're buying it for display, they are a great conversation piece
or will add a great finishing touch to an old time model.

